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Local, Three-Dimensional Strain
Measurements Within Largely
Deformed Extracellular Matrix
Constructs
The ability to create extracellular matrix (ECM) constructs that are mechanically
biochemically similar to those found in vivo and to understand how their properties a
cellular responses will drive the next generation of tissue engineering strategies. To
many mechanisms by which cells biochemically communicate with the ECM are kn
However, the mechanisms by which mechanical information is transmitted between
and their ECM remain to be elucidated. ‘‘Self-assembled’’ collagen matrices provide a
vitro-model system to study the mechanical behavior of ECM. To begin to understan
the ECM and the cells interact mechanically, the three-dimensional (3D) mecha
properties of the ECM must be quantified at the micro-(local) level in addition to in
mation measured at the macro-(global) level. Here we describe an incremental d
volume correlation (IDVC) algorithm to quantify large (.0.05) 3D mechanical strains in
the microstructure of 3D collagen matrices in response to applied mechanical lo
Strain measurements from the IDVC algorithm rely on 3D confocal images acquired
collagen matrices under applied mechanical loads. The accuracy and the precision
IDVC algorithm was verified by comparing both image volumes collected in succe
when no deformation was applied to the ECM (zero strain) and image volumes to w
simulated deformations were applied in both 1D and 3D (simulated strains). Re
indicate that the IDVC algorithm can accurately and precisely determine the 3D st
state inside largely deformed collagen ECMs. Finally, the usefulness of the algorithm
demonstrated by measuring the microlevel 3D strain response of a collagen ECM lo
in tension. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1824127#

Keywords: Extracellular Matrix, Large-Strain, Three-Dimensional, Collagen Fibr
Biomechanics, Digital Volume Correlation, Digital Image Processing
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Introduction
In vivo, the cellular and extracellular matrix~ECM! compo-

nents of tissues create a dynamic mechanical environmen
which loads are communicated in a reciprocal fashion. Such
chanical loads have been identified as critical determinants of
damental cellular behavior~e.g., adhesion, migration, prolifera
tion, and differentiation! not only during physiological processe
but also during the pathogenesis of disease states. In the ma
of cases, connective tissue cell types~e.g., smooth muscle cells
fibroblasts, and chondrocytes! experience and exert mechanic
loads within the context of a surrounding three-dimensional~3D!
ECM. In fact, depending upon the microstructural organizati
and mechanical properties of the ECM, as well as the way a ce
attached to its ECM, the deformation applied globally to the tis
may deviate substantially from that actually experienced loc
by a cell @1,2#. Unfortunately, the fundamental principles and d
tailed mechanisms underlying how ECM microstructural and m
chanical properties influence the way mechanical loads are tr
ferred between cells and their surrounding ECM~e.g.,
mechanotransduction! have not been defined, especially within
3D tissue-like context.

To determine the mechanisms involved in this mechanotra
duction process and define their importance in regulating the o
all cellular response, a number of experimental approaches
apparatus have been developed~see@1# and @3# for reviews!. To
study the forces exerted by adherent cells against their suppo
substrate or matrix, investigators have plated cells along the
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face of flexible substrates fashioned from silicone, polyacry
mide, or collagen and subsequently monitored substrate defo
tion in 2D @4–6#. An approach that has received widespread u
for investigating cell/tissue mechanics within a more 3D phy
ological context involves the global application of mechanic
loads to explanted tissues or 3D tissue constructs formed in v
Formation of tissue constructs in vitro routinely consists of se
ing cells on or within a 3D scaffold~matrix!. For both tissue
explants and engineered tissue constructs, the extracellular
fold and resident cells combine to create a tissue with comp
nonlinear mechanical behavior@7#. Such an approach has show
that mechanical cues affect a number of cellular attributes and
they do so in a cell type-dependent manner. Specifically, mech
cal loading of fibroblasts within a type I collagen matrix has be
shown to regulate morphology@8#, proliferation @9#, apoptosis
@10#, cyclic adenosine monophosphate~CAMP! signaling @11#,
and expression of gene products, including collagen, matrix p
teases, transforming growth factorb, and tenascin C@10,12–16#.
However, many of these and other mechanical stimulation stu
are nonquantitative with respect to their description of the app
mechanical load. In addition, quantitative information regard
specific structural and mechanical properties of the scaffold
microscopic level~local to a cell! or a description of how loads
are transferred from a macroscopic~global! level to a microscopic
~local! level is lacking. Such information is imperative since th
magnitude of the load applied to the tissue construct is lik
different from that experienced by the cell@1# and the differential
load distribution is highly dependent upon the material proper
of the scaffold@17#.

In many cases, such mechanical loading systems have
adapted with microscopes so that the mechanical loads and
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effects could be better defined at the cellular and subcellular
els. With the advent of confocal laser-scanning microscopy in
mid-1980s and multiphoton imaging technology more recen
3D spatial information can now be collected from ‘‘live,’’ rela
tively thick specimens, such as tissue explants and engine
tissue constructs, by means of optical sectioning. For exam
confocal microscopy has been used previously in a strictly fl
rescence mode to monitor changes in cellular and nuclear m
phology during compressive loading of articular cartilage expla
and chondrocytes grown in 3D scaffolds@18–21#. These studies
did not, however, include qualitative or quantitative descriptio
of the structural-mechanical properties of the ECM portion of
tissue explants or model tissues.

Recently we have applied confocal microscopy in a reflect
~or backscattered light! mode to collect 3D structural informatio
on component fibrils of a collagen ECM as well as resident c
within live specimens@22–24#. Visualization of collagen fibrils,
the major structural and mechanical component of ECMs, in th
native ~unprocessed! state provides for a more accurate descr
tion of the cellular microenvironment and facilitates investigati
of cell-ECM interactions on an individual cell basis and at a lo
level. Although cells and their surrounding ECM can be visualiz
simultaneously using confocal microscopy in a reflection mo
vital fluorochromes that label specific cellular attributes~e.g.,
membranes! may also be introduced to facilitate discrimination
cell boundaries or to monitor some relevant physiologic proce
Other 3D imaging techniques~i.e., magnetic resonance imagin
computer tomography@CT#, and microCT! lack the resolution
necessary to collect images of individual collagen fibrils comp
ing the ECM, and of organelles within cells. Of these techniqu
microCT has the highest resolving power, but resolution is s
limited to approximately 50mm. Confocal reflection microscopy
can resolve features on the order of 0.2mm.

Most recently, we have integrated a confocal microscope wi
miniature mechanical loading instrument to visualize cell-ma
interactions within 3D tissue constructs during mechanical lo
ing. Because this technique does not require fixation or phys
sectioning, the response of cells and their associated ECM to
ous mechanical loads can be monitored in situ over time@25#.
While application of confocal microscopy in a reflection or com
bined reflection-epifluorescence modality can provide new ins
into the structural-mechanical properties of the ECM at a mic
scopic level as well as the mechanisms involved in mechanotr
duction, the resultant images contain no inherent quantitative
formation. To derive relevant micro-mechanical informatio
including the local strain state of the ECM microstructure, a
incremental digital volume correlation~IDVC! technique was de-
veloped. Digital volume correlation provides a means by wh
3D images of loaded and unloaded structures can be interrog
to determine local displacements and strains. Digital volume
relation is an extension of digital image correlation@26,27#, a 2D
technique that has found applications in applied mechanics s
as high temperature deformation measurements@28# and estima-
tion of stress intensity factors@29#. In fact, 2D image correlation
procedures have proven useful for quantification and spatial lo
ization of traction forces exerted by cells as they adhere and
grate along the surface of a deformable substrate@6,30–33#. With
respect to tissue mechanics, 2D image correlation procedures
been used to determine the strain distribution within articular c
tilage explants during compressive loading@34#. The extension of
such correlation procedures to 3D image volumes was origin
presented by Bay and coworkers for 3D strain mapping in tra
cular bone under compression@35#. Specifically, they used least
squares pattern matching to determine strains based on a pa
3D microCT images of trabecular bone collected for a single lo
ing step~unloaded and under compression!. Their 3D image cor-
relation algorithm was used to determine load induced strains
tissue level of function or a size scale of'800–1000mm. In the
present paper, higher resolution 3D imaging techniques involv
700 Õ Vol. 126, DECEMBER 2004
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confocal microscopy in a reflection or combination reflectio
epifluorescence mode@22,23,25# were combined with correlation
procedures to compute strains on a microscopic or cellular leve
function. The IDVC algorithm handles the increased noise ch
acteristics of the confocal images by using cross-correlation
tern matching@36#. Most importantly, application of the IDVC
algorithm to confocal image data results in strain measurem
on a cellular level of function or a size scale of'10–20mm. Last,
the IDVC algorithm has the capability to measure strains from
series of 3D images representing incremental changes within
tissue construct as they occur over time or in response to mech
cal loading. In this way, the local, 3D micromechanical behav
of tissue explants or constructs can be analyzed in respons
both small and large deformations.

The present paper provides a detailed description of this ID
algorithm as well as an assessment of the algorithm’s meas
ment accuracy and precision. In addition, we report, the appl
tion of this algorithm in conjunction with confocal reflection im
ages of mechanically loaded collagen ECM constructs
determination of the 3D strain distribution at a microscopic
local level.

Materials and Methods

Preparation of 3D Collagen ECMs. Native type I collagen
prepared from calf skin by acid solubilization was obtained fro
Sigma Chemical Co.~St. Louis, MO! and dissolved in 0.01 M
hydrochloric acid to achieve desired concentrations. Thr
dimensional collagen matrices were prepared by neutralizing
lagen solutions with 10X phosphate-buffered saline~ionic strength
0.14 M and pH 7.4!. Polymerization of neutralized collagen solu
tions was conducted in a dog bone-shaped mold as described
viously @24#. In brief, the mold consisted of a glass plate and
piece of flexible silicone gasket. The gauge section of the m
measured 10 mm long, 4 mm wide, and approximately 1.8 m
thick. Neutralized collagen solution was added to each mold
the mold was incubated at 37°C in a humidified environme
Polypropylene mesh was embedded in the ends of each coll
matrix to facilitate clamping for mechanical loading.

Confocal Imaging During Mechanical Loading. The micro-
structural deformation experienced by the component fibrils o
3D collagen ECM during uniaxial tensile loading was monitor
in 4D ~x, y, z, and time! using an integrated mechanical loadin
confocal microscopy setup as described previously@25#. In brief,
the mechanical loading-confocal microscopy setup involved in
facing a highly modified Minimat 2000 miniature materials tes
~Rheometric Scientific, Inc., Piscataway, NJ! with an MRC 1024
laser scanning confocal microscope~BioRad, Hercules, CA!
mounted on a Diaphot 300 microscope~Nikon Corp., Tokyo, Ja-
pan!. A specially designed adapter plate provided the phys
connection between the Minimat and the confocal microsco
This plate possessed a rectangular hole below which a coverg
was bonded, creating a well that allowed the samples to be te
in an aqueous environment representing physiologic tempera
pH, and composition. Optimal positioning of the specimen
confocal imaging was accomplished using clamps that offset
loading axis and maintained the specimen parallel with and c
to the coverglass.

Imaging of the collagen ECMs during loading was perform
using the confocal microscope in a reflection mode@22,23#. Re-
flection images were collected using a confocal microsco
equipped with a 603, 1.4-NA oil-immersion lens~Nikon! and a
quarter-wave plate. Specimens were illuminated with 488-
light generated by an Innova Enterprise argon-ion laser~Coherent
Laser Group, Santa Clara, CA! and the reflected~backscattered!
light detected with a photomultiplier tube using a blue reflecti
filter. Image volumes~1533153335 mm3! were collected as 176
slices in a 5123512 pixel format. Collagen ECM constructs we
loaded in uniaxial tension in 0.52-mm increments at a rate o
Transactions of the ASME
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mm/min and paused to facilitate collection of image volumes.
these studies, image volumes were acquired at deformations
low 7.8 mm ~failure of specimens occurred at an applied def
mation of approximately 12 mm!.

Incremental Digital Volume Correlation „IDVC …. Mi-
crolevel strains experienced by the 3D microstructure of the
lagen ECM during mechanical loading were quantified in 3D
ing an IDVC algorithm. In general, the IDVC algorithm involve
three main steps:~1! collection of consecutive 3D confocal im
ages representing changes in cellular morphology and/or E
microstructure of a tissue construct during incremental mech
cal loading; ~2! mathematical correlation of designated subv
umes within consecutive 3D images of the tissue construc
determine a discrete displacement field; and~3! calculation of 3D
strain fields from the displacement vector fields.

A series of 3D image volumes representing changes in E
microstructure during the application of increasing load was c
lected using confocal microscopy. Each image volume provi
unique 3D voxel intensity patterns that allowed correlation patt
matching within consecutive images. Within each image, sub
umes were established. Each subvolume represented a gro
voxels centered about a given point at which a displacement v
was sought. Digital volume correlation was then used to iden
the subvolume within the second image that best matched a s
fied subvolume within the first. Deformations were then det
mined between each successive set of images. Essentially
IDVC algorithm consisted of many digital volume correlatio
steps to determine incremental changes in deformation and st
These incremental deformations/strains could then be combine
determine the total deformation/strain.

The problem of digitally correlating subvolume pairs was e
pressed mathematically as the maximization of the cro
correlation between two 3D arrays of voxel intensity values~A
and B! representing the 3D collagen ECM before and after
application of an incremental load. For each trial displacementv i ,
a correlation coefficientR(v i) was calculated by summing th
products of the intensities at all coincident image voxel locatio
ai in array A and ai1v i in array B @Eq. ~1!#. This resulted in a
matrix of correlation coefficients,R. To avoid correlating mean
intensities, the average intensity~noted asĀ and B̄! was sub-
tracted from each image volume before correlation@Eq. ~2!#. The
v i that maximizedR defined the displacementui . Thus,

R~v i !5(
xi

Ã~xi !B̃~xi1v i ! (1)

where

Ã5A2Ā
(2)

B̃5B2B̄

To improve computational efficiency, cross correlations were p
formed in the frequency domain where cross correlation is defi
as multiplication of one function by the complex conjugate of t
second. Therefore, the matrix of correlation coefficients was
termined by taking the Fourier transforms of the image subv
umes, multiplying the first by the complex conjugate of the s
ond, and then taking the inverse Fourier transform of their prod

R5I21@I~Ã!I~B̃!* # (3)

Implementation of the Fourier transform to analyze the discr
data using fast Fourier transforms reduces the computation f
q@N6# operations@based on Eq.~1!# to q@N3 log2 N# operations
@based on Eq.~3!# for the 3D cross correlation@37#. Determining
the displacement that maximizedR resulted in a measuremen
resolved only to the nearest voxel. Determination of strains
quires displacement measurements to be resolved to a sub
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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level. Therefore, a Gaussian peak-fitting function was imp
mented to interpolate the nearby values ofR and thus obtain a
more accurate measure ofui @37#.

For eachui measured, a signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! was also
determined. The SNR was defined as the maximum value of
relation coefficient matrixR(ui) divided by the second highes
valueR(ui8)

SNR5
R~ui !

R~ui8!
(4)

In some cases, displacement values calculated from poorly co
lated subvolumes or low SNR were filtered from the vector fie
Filtered data were replaced by values linearly interpolated fr
nearby displacement measurements.

Incremental Procedure. For each load increment, multiple it
erations were made through the correlation procedure, where
results of the previous iteration were used as a predictor for
next load increment. With a converged field of displacements
each load increment, the incremental displacements were r
sembled to determine the total displacements and thus the loc
of each gridpoint in each load increment. Generally, the locat
of the point at grid locationm, n, p in image t (xi

tum,n,p) can be
written as the sum of its initial location (xi

oum,n,p) and the sum of
the displacements (ui

sum,n,p) from all previous increments

xi
tum,n,p5xi

oum,n,p1(
s51

t

ui
sum,n,p (5)

Since each increment determines displacements on a uniform
measurements forui

sum,n,p were linearly interpolated from nearb
discrete values. Applying this incremental procedure, rather t
tracking the same point through all the images, made the pro
easily solved in parallel on several computers.

Subvolume Size and Grid Spacing.Subvolume size defined
the size of the image subvolumes correlated, and further defi
the domain where the algorithm searched for a displacem
value. For example, correlation of two 64364332 voxel subvol-
umes allowed a maximum displacement ofuuu5$32,32,16% voxels
to be reliably measured. Computational time was also conside
in choosing subvolume size, since doubling each dimension of
subvolume increased the computation time by eight-fold or m
depending on the amount of system memory. For initial iteratio
large subvolumes provide a large domain in which to converg
solution. Since later iterations have the benefit of an initial gue
small search areas can be used to substantially speed the sol

Grid spacing defined the distances between the locations w
displacements~and subsequently strains! were to be measured
For example a grid spacing of 64364332 voxels provided a grid
of 83835 ~320! points where displacements were determine
Computational time was also a concern in selecting the grid sp
ing, as reducing the grid spacing in each direction by half
creased the number of grid points and thus the computation
by a factor of eight.

Strain Determination. Digital image correlation resulted in a
3D array of displacement values (ui um,n,p) at evenly spaced loca
tions (xi um,n,p), where (m,n,p) represents a discrete grid poin
To calculate strain fields, the gradients of the displacement fi
(dui /dxj ) were first determined. Numerical differentiation of th
displacement field data was used to calculate these derivat
Displacement fields were smoothed prior to numerical differen
tion. For all points of the grid, except those points on the sides
the grid, centered difference finite difference equations were u
to approximate the displacement gradients@38#. For points of the
sides of the grid, forward and backward finite difference equati
were used to calculate displacement gradients. Based upon
resulting displacement gradients, the full definition of the L
DECEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 701
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grangian strain tensor~including linear and nonlinear portions!
was then applied to calculate the strain state (« i j ) at all grid
locations:

« i j 5
1

2 F dui

dxj
o

1
duj

dxi
o

1
dum

dxi
o

dum

dxj
o G (6)

Last, the principal strains (Ek) and their associated direction
(f j

k) at each spatial location were determined by solving the
genvalue problem

« i j f j
k5Ekf j

k (7)

Numerical Implementation.The aforementioned technique
were integrated into a suite ofMATLAB ~The Mathworks, Natick,
MA ! functions to solve for the displacement field and eventua
the strain fields from a set of confocal image volumes. Correla
of two 51235123176 image volumes~40 Mb each! through one
iteration required approximately 1 h, on a personal computer w
dual 866-MHz Pentium™ III microprocessors and 1.0 Gb
RAM.

Validation of Measurement Precision and Accuracy. Two
methods were used to characterize measurement precision
accuracy based upon the IDVC approach:~1! correlation of mul-
tiple unloaded~«50! image data sets of a 3D tissue construct a
~2! application of simulated~known! deformations to an image
volume and comparison with deformation results obtained fr
the program.

The first method used to validate the IDVC procedure involv
a comparison of two image volumes collected successively f
the same 3D ECM construct to which no external mechanical l
was applied. This approach represented a known ‘‘zero-stra
input. Confocal reflection microscopy was used to collect th
pairs of image volumes representing distinct locations within a
collagen ECM~1 mg/ml, pH 7.4!. Digital volume correlation was
then used to measure the displacement fields describing the d
mation of the second image volume of each pair with respec
the first. Subvolume size and grid spacing used for the dig
volume correlation was altered to determine the effect of th
parameters on the measurement precision and accuracy. To
the effect of subvolume size, each pair of image volumes w
correlated using three different subvolume sizes: large, med
and small. Specifically, large subvolumes were comprised of
364332 voxels and were'20320310 mm3 in size. Similarly,
medium subvolumes were comprised of 32332332 voxels and
were '10310310 mm3 in size. Finally, small subvolumes wer
comprised of 16316316 voxels and were'53535 mm3 in size.
Since the subvolume size limits the magnitude of the displa
ment measurement, the first iteration through the correlation a
rithm always used large subvolumes as a predictor step. Us
medium and small subvolume sizes only occurred in later ite
tions. Additionally, the effects of grid spacing were investigat
by using three different grids: sparse, normal, and dense.
sparse grid had points spaced 64364332 voxels~'20320310
mm3!, which resulted in a grid with 83835 points ~320 points
total!. Similarly, the normal grid had points spaced 32332332
voxels ~'10310310 mm3!, which resulted in a grid with 15
31535 points ~1125 points total!. Finally, the dense grid had
points spaced 16316316 voxels~'53535 mm3!, which resulted
in a grid with 2932939 points~7569 points total!.

A second method used to verify the accuracy and precisio
the algorithm involved the computational simulation of a know
tensile deformation to an image volume. To simulate tensile
formation, an image volume of a 3D collagen ECM~1 mg/ml, pH
7.4! was computationally deformed in one dimension along
specimen length~1-direction! by applying a uniform displacemen
gradient (du1 /dx1

o50.32) in 16 increments. This was accom
plished by remapping the voxel intensity patterns to new locati
representing a perfectly homogeneous 1D deformation. Since
702 Õ Vol. 126, DECEMBER 2004
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response of a collagen ECM to a tensile load is known to b
multi-dimensional event, where deformation applied along
specimen length results in large contractions along the speci
width and thickness@24,25#, the 3D deformation of a collagen
ECM was also computationally simulated. The same tensile
formation was applied in the 1-direction, while contractions th
were twice the magnitude of the extension were imparted in th
~width! and 3-~thickness! directions. For example, when a pos
tive displacement gradient (du1 /dx1

o) of 0.02 was applied, the
corresponding transverse displacement gradients (du2 /dx2

o and
du3 /dx3

o) were20.04 for the first increment. Digital volume cor
relation was then used to measure the displacement fields des
ing the deformation. Subvolume size and displacement grad
increment size used for the digital volume correlation were alte
to determine the effect of these parameters on the measure
precision and accuracy.

Results and Discussion
Confocal microscopy used in a reflection mode on 3D collag

ECMs generated image volumes with voxel intensity patterns
were representative of the microstructural architecture of com
nent collagen fibrils and formed the basis of correlation patt
matching. The IDVC algorithm provided an effective means
quantify the 3D deformations and strains in the microstructure
a collagen ECM which is comprised of many fibrils.

Characterization of IDVC Measurement Precision and Ac-
curacy. Two different techniques were used to verify algorith
operation and to identify operational constraints of the algorith
First, measurements of displacement and strain determined
repeat unloaded image volumes of a collagen ECM verified
the algorithm accurately and precisely measured a zero-~small-!
strain input. Second, measurements were taken from colla
ECM image volumes to which known simulated deformatio
were applied. Mean and standard deviation values for displa
ments (ui), strains (« i j ), and principal strains (Ei) were used to
quantify measurement accuracy and precision, respectively.
ally, true validation of the algorithm would involve a direct com
parison of local 3D strain measurements within real, mechanic
loaded ECM specimens as determined by IDVC with those p
vided by a second, independent method. However, to the be
our knowledge, no other means to estimate or measure loca
strains are available, making such validation strategy imposs
to conduct.

To remove any data resulting from poor subvolume correlat
~e.g., outlier data!, correlation values were initially filtered base
upon a defined SNR~Refer to ‘‘Materials and Methods’’ section!.
Here, the filter level was established by selectively removin
percentage of data with the lowest SNR. The appropriate leve
filtering to apply for data analyses was established by evalua
the standard deviation of displacement values obtained for re
image sets of unloaded specimens as a function of filter level~Fig.
1!. Specifically, displacement standard deviation was calculate
the average of standard deviation values obtained in the 1-, 2-,
3-directions for three experimental repetitions. The effect of filt
ing on displacement data was also evaluated for three diffe
subvolume sizes. Results showed that for analyses involving l
subvolumes~64364332 voxels!, displacement standard deviatio
or precision was consistent over the range of filtering levels ev
ated. Therefore, in this case filtering was not necessary to imp
precision. For smaller subvolume sizes~32332332 voxels and
16316316 voxels!, selective removal of data with the lowest 2%
of SNRs resulted in the greatest improvement of precision. Ap
cation of filter levels greater than 2% affected only analyses p
formed with the smallest subvolume size~16316316 voxels!.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 1 The effect of filtering on displacement measurement precision „standard
deviation … as a function of subvolume size. Correlation values obtained for indi-
vidual subvolumes were selectively removed based upon defined signal to noise
ratio.
ts of
ma-

ves-
Here, a gradual but steady decrease in displacement standar
viation was observed as the filter level was increased. Based u
these results, all subsequent data analyses were conducted w
filter level of 10%, resulting in selective elimination of correlatio
data with the lowest 10% SNRs.
ical Engineering
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Repeat-Unloaded Image Correlation. Displacement and
strain measurements determined from three repeat image se
unloaded collagen ECMs were averaged and the results sum
rized in Table 1. Measurement precision and accuracy were in
tigated in all three directions@1- ~x-! direction, 2-~y-! direction,
Table 1 IVDC results for repeat unloaded image correlation

~a! Variation of subvolume size~normal grid!

Subvolume
Large

~64364332!
Medium

~32332332!
Small

~16316316!

u1 ~voxels! 60.0929 60.0925 60.1877
u2 ~voxels! 60.0397 60.0523 60.1651
u3 ~voxels! 60.1775 60.1944 60.2721

«11 0.00003260.000486 0.00001260.000693 0.00001360.003491
«22 20.00005860.000633 0.00002160.000977 0.00017460.003584
«12 20.00000160.000347 0.00000360.000578 20.00006660.002641
«13 20.00089860.001212 20.00090960.001440 20.00089260.003056
«23 0.00011660.001099 0.00013060.001417 0.00004460.003301
«33 20.00017960.003071 0.00009860.003622 20.00098360.005950
E1 0.00260960.001868 0.00315660.002381 0.00527760.005096
E2 0.00000160.000500 0.00002860.000718 20.00003160.002050
E3 20.00281460.001785 20.00306260.002026 20.00603960.005371

~b! Variation of grid spacing~medium subvolumes!

Grid
Sparse

~83835!
Normal

~1531535!
Dense

~2932939!

u1 ~voxels! 60.0887 60.0925 60.0952
u2 ~voxels! 60.0521 60.0523 60.0599
u3 ~voxels! 60.1823 60.1944 60.2098

«11 0.00003960.000405 0.00001260.000693 0.00005660.001454
«22 20.00004860.000540 0.00002160.000977 20.00000260.001817
«12 20.00000360.000351 0.00000360.000578 20.00001760.001151
«13 20.00087560.001048 20.00090960.001440 20.00075960.002678
«23 0.00006760.000896 0.00013060.001417 0.00012460.002622
«33 20.00016260.003376 0.00009860.003622 0.00061460.006693
E1 0.00253860.001963 0.00315660.002381 0.00533960.004583
E2 20.00002360.000446 0.00002860.000718 0.00007360.001441
E3 20.00276360.002096 20.00306260.002026 20.00474460.003570
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Table 2 IVDC results for one-dimensional simulated deformation

Large subvolume~64364332 voxels!

Applied

du1 /dx1u inc50.02 du1 /dx1u inc50.04 du1 /dx1u inc50.08

mean6std % error mean6std % error mean6std % error

E1 0.3707 0.364260.0091 1.75 0.360260.0110 2.83 0.351260.0165 5.26
E2 0.0000 0.001260.0010 0.001060.0007 0.000960.0008
E3 0.0000 20.001560.0012 20.000960.0008 20.001160.0007

Medium subvolume~32332332 voxels!

Applied

du1 /dx1u inc50.02 du1 /dx1u inc50.04 du1 /dx1u inc50.08

mean6std % error mean6std % error mean6std % error

E1 0.3707 0.370760.0040 0.00 0.371160.0037 0.11 0.370660.0041 0.03
E2 0.0000 0.001660.0014 0.000860.0007 0.000760.0007
E3 0.0000 20.001760.0014 20.000760.0007 20.000760.0006

Small subvolume~16316316 voxel!

Applied

du1 /dx1u inc50.02 du1 /dx1u inc50.04 du1 /dx1u inc50.08

mean6std % error mean6std % error mean6std % error

E1 0.3707 0.370260.0031 0.13 0.370560.0019 0.05 0.370660.0027 0.03
E2 0.0000 0.002360.0025 0.001060.0008 0.001360.0028
E3 0.0000 20.003060.0023 20.001060.0010 20.000860.0012
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and 3- ~z-! direction# as subvolume size and grid spacing we
varied. Mean displacement measurements are not shown s
collection of repeat image volumes did not guarantee a zero
placement, mostly owing to the inability of the focus motor
reliably identify the same focal position.

In general, calculated mean strain values for all subvolu
sizes and grid spacings applied were zero, demonstrating the
ity of the algorithm to accurately determine a zero applied in
strain. Alternatively, the standard deviation of displacement
strain measurements was used as an indicator of algorithm p
sion. For a given subvolume size, displacement precision wa
ways lowest in the 3-direction, with values that were 1.5 and
times lower than those in the 1- and 2-directions. Likely, the p
precision in the 3-direction was associated with a spec
z-direction aberration that results from the collection of confo
image volumes. It has been well documented that the conf
microscope has lower resolution in the 3-direction@39#.

The subvolume size used to correlate the images was foun
have a significant effect on displacement standard deviation
precision. Similar levels of precision were obtained for displa
ment measurements in all three directions with the application
large ~64364332 voxels! and medium~32332332 voxels! sub-
volume sizes. Comparison of these results with those obtained
small ~16316316 voxels! subvolume sizes showed a decrease
displacement precision for the small subvolume size. In the s
way, a decline in the precision of strain and principal strain m
surements was observed with decreasing subvolume size.
general decrease in precision as a function of subvolume size
expected, since decreasing subvolume size reduces the amo
image data~voxels! involved in each correlation analysis. For th
study, each image slice was collected in a 5123512 pixel format.
It is anticipated that increased sampling in the collection of i
ages by utilizing a 102431024 pixel format would improve the
accuracy and precision of algorithm measurements by a fa
of 2.

Systematic variation of grid spacing assigned to correlated
ages did not significantly affect displacement precision. Howe
the standard deviation for strain measurements was found t
inversely proportional to grid spacing; i.e., when grid spacing w
increased, strain measurements were more precise. It is ev
that since strains are a function of displacement gradie
(dui /dxj

o), any error in the displacement measurements (dui) is
amplified in the calculation of strain by the decreased spatial
tance between grid points (dxj

o).
In the present study, the 3D IDVC algorithm showed precis

levels in the in-plane directions~1- and 2-direction! that were of
704 Õ Vol. 126, DECEMBER 2004
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similar magnitudes to those obtained with 2D digital image c
relation~DIC!. However, IDVC precision was an order of magn
tude less than 2D DIC in the out-of-plane direction~3-direction!.
Previously, it has been reported that traditional 2D DIC metho
yield precision values that are typically in the range of 0.02 pix
for displacement and 200m« for strain @26#. Similar levels of
precision were achieved with the 3D digital volume correlati
algorithm developed by Bay and coworkers@35#. The differences
in algorithm performance can likely be attributed to the increa
levels of noise and ‘‘z-direction aberration’’ associated with th
collection of 3D confocal images.

In summary, for measurement of small~zero! strains from
repeat-unloaded images, the IDVC algorithm can be optimi
through application of large subvolume sizes in association w
sparse grid spacing. However, in specific cases, such as s
measurements on a cell surface or strains experienced by E
fibrils or fibril bundles, the application of a spatially dense gr
may prove beneficial since it provides increased resolution
strain measurements. Care should be taken when a spatially d
grid is used to determine such strain measurements, since
construct being studied may not satisfy continuity at the level
the measurement sought.

Simulated Deformations.To further explore IDVC as a
method for determining 3D displacements and strains, both
and 3D deformations of a collagen ECM were simulated. O
dimensional simulations involved computationally stretching
image volume in the 1-direction to a total strain of 0.3707
displacement gradient increments (du1 /dx1u inc) of 0.02, 0.04,
0.08, and 0.16. These simulations involved no deformation in
2- and 3-directions. Deformations simulated in 3D involved co
putationally stretching the image volumes in all three directio
Here, an overall strain of 0.3707 was applied in the 1-direct
while strains of20.4339 and20.4354 were applied in the 2- an
3-directions, respectively. For 3D deformations, the incremen
displacement gradients applied in the 2- and 3-directions w
twice the step value used in the 1-direction so as to reflect the
deformation observed experimentally for collagen ECMs@24,25#.
It should be noted that as the incremental displacement grad
increased, fewer image volumes were involved in the overall c
relation analysis. The effect of subvolume size was also de
mined as part of these analyses.

Principal strains~means6standard deviation of all subvolumes!
measured for 1D deformation simulations as a function of app
displacement gradient increment and subvolume size are sum
rized in Table 2. Algorithm results did not converge for any of t
Transactions of the ASME
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subvolume sizes evaluated when the large~0.16! displacement
gradient increment was applied. For an applied displacement
dient increment of 0.02, the maximum principal strain (E1) strain
was measured as 0.3642, 0.3707, and 0.3702 for large, med
and small subvolumes, respectively. These results accuratel
flected the applied value of 0.3707 with a percent error rang
from 0 to 1.75%. All other principal strain components measu
for this specific displacement gradient were close to zero, wit
maximum absolute error of 0.0030. Despite the incremental
placement gradient applied, the accuracy ofE1 measurements im
proved significantly for analyses involving medium and sm
subvolumes. When the displacement gradient was increase
decrease inE1 accuracy and precision was noted, but only f
analyses involving large subvolumes. Changes in displacem
gradient yieldedE1 measurements of comparable accuracy a
precision when medium and small subvolumes were used. Ev
ation of E2 andE3 results showed that similar levels of accura
and precision were obtained despite the displacement gradien
crement and subvolume size used in the analysis.

Algorithm performance for simulated deformations in 3D w
also evaluated as a function of subvolume size and displacem
gradient increment~Table 3!. Interestingly, algorithm results con
verged only when a displacement gradient of 0.02 was app
The algorithm did not converge for analyses involving small s
volume sizes. Comparison of results revealed that use of med
subvolume size provided the best levels of precision and accu
for principal strain measurements for these simulated deforma
experiments. Together, Tables 2 and 3 shows that, in gener
reduction in subvolume size improved the accuracy and preci
of strain calculations. For 3D simulated deformations, the sec
and third principal strains were much more precise even tho
the applied strains were larger. A potential explanation for t
observation is that as the volume was computationally deform
component collagen fibrils tended to align in the direction of
simulated stretch. This alignment likely caused a loss of inten
gradients~variations in voxel intensity values that comprise t
3D images! along the 1-direction, but preserved intensity gra
ents in the transverse directions. The use of small subvolu
sizes to improve accuracy and precision of strain measurem
for large strain analyses is in direct contrast to those results
tained for zero- or small- strain input experiments. When ima
volumes of structures that experience large relative deformat
are compared, image data near the periphery of subvolumes
for correlation pattern matching undergo a much larger rela
deformation than image data near the center of the subvolum
As such, application of a large subvolume size may introd
increased noise into the correlation procedures involving la
strain analyses, thus reducing both accuracy and precision.

In addition, displacement gradient increment requirements
3D simulated deformations were found to be more restrictive t

Table 3 IVDC results for three-dimensional simulated defor-
mation

Large subvolume~64364332 voxel!

Applied

du1 /dx1u inc50.02

mean6std % error

E1 0.3707 0.362360.0233 2.27
E2 20.4339 20.431560.0047 0.55
E3 20.4354 20.445560.0043 2.32

Medium subvolume~32332332 voxel!

Applied

du1 /dx1u inc50.02

mean6std % error

E1 0.3707 0.379360.0129 2.32
E2 20.4339 20.434560.0021 0.14
E3 20.4354 20.442260.0036 1.56
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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those for 1D simulations. Such results can be explained by c
paring the Von Mises equivalent strains («eq) for both simulations
as calculated below

«eq5A«11
2 1«22

2 1«33
2 (8)

For the 1D simulated stretch, acceptable measures of the s
state were obtained for displacement gradients of 0.08 and be
which corresponds to a Von Mises equivalent strain of 0.08
less. However, simulated deformations in 3D required increme
displacement gradients of 0.02, 0.04, and 0.04 in the 1-, 2-, an
directions, respectively. These values of applied strain corresp
to a «eq of 0.06. Therefore, it is apparent that the algorithm fun
tioned reasonably well as long as the«eq applied at each strain
increment was less than approximately 0.10. Therefore, for an
sis of experimental data involving mechanically loaded collag
ECMs ~in which a 1D stretch causes 3D deformation!, incremen-
tal deformations should not exceed a«eq of 0.10.

In summary, these results indicate that the IDVC algorithm
fectively predicts the known 3D strain state of a collagen ECM
the local level. Algorithm parameters such as subvolume size
incremental displacement gradient can be adjusted to yield s
measurements with error rates of 2.5% or less. Based on thes
data, when applied to a series of images with a similar leve
deformation between images, IDVC should result in similar ac
racy and precision as demonstrated here.

Measurement of the Local 3D Strain State of a Collagen
ECM Under Tensile Load. Application of IDVC to a series of
image volumes representing a collagen ECM loaded increm
tally in tension allowed determination of the local 3D strain h
tory of collagen ECM microstructure. Visualization of the 3
time-varying response of a collagen ECM microstructure
uniaxial tensile strain using confocal microscopy in a reflect
mode has been demonstrated previously@25#. IDVC provided a
method by which deformations experienced by collagen fib
observed qualitatively could be translated to quantifiable mic
~local! level displacements and strains in 3D. IDVC was appli
to a series of image volumes representing a collagen ECM~poly-
merized at 1 mg/ml collagen concentration and pH 7.4! subjected
to a uniaxial tensile load of 7.8 mm. This subfailure load, whi
corresponded to a strain of approximately 0.35, was chosen b
upon the stress-strain properties for such matrices as determ
previously by our laboratory@24#. The load was applied in step
of 0.52 mm so to provide an incremental displacement gradien
0.02. Based upon data generated from the simulated deforma
experiments, application of displacement gradient increments
than 0.02 would provide improved levels of accuracy and pre
sion; however, such step sizes led to practical difficulties~e.g.,
total time required to complete an experiment! in evaluating the
local mechanical behavior of collagen ECMs at large strain lev

The ability of the IDVC algorithm to effectively track a give
image subvolume surrounding a single grid point~necessary step
to make deformation measurements and determine strains! was
established upon visual inspection of the sequential confocal
ages. Figure 2 shows the progressive deformation of compo
collagen fibrils at each load increment. Although the first and l
images were not recognizably similar, each pair of successive
ages had similar voxel intensity patterns, which provided the b
of the correlation analysis. Movies showing the progressive de
mation of a collagen ECM microstructure in response to increa
tensile loading can be viewed at http://www.cyto.purdue.e
IVDC/videos.htm~Video 1!.

Based upon these qualitative data, quantification of the local
strain response was initiated by the assignment of grid point
the undeformed image in order to establish appropriately si
image subvolumes@Fig. 3~a!#. It should be noted that the volum
of points correlated~'1003100325 mm3! represented 32% o
the imaged volume~'1503150335 mm3! and a much smaller
percentage~0.000025%! of the overall specimen volume. Th
load-dependent deformation of the initial image could be read
DECEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 705
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appreciated by plotting the incremental changes in grid point
sitions @Figs. 3~b!–3~d!#. Additionally, the maximum principal
strain as determined by the IDVC algorithm is plotted on t
contour. A movie showing the contours of maximum princip
strains throughout the imaged volume at increasing load lev
can be seen at http://www.cyto.purdue.edu/IVDC/videos.h
~Video 2!. Another presentation of the 3D local-level strain sta

Fig. 2 A series of 3D confocal reflection images „shown as 2D
projections … representing a correlated subvolume within a col-
lagen ECM during incremental mechanical loading as tracked
by the IVDC algorithm

Fig. 3 Progressive volumetric deformation and changes in the
microlevel strain distribution for a region within a mechanically
loaded collagen ECM. Maximum principle strain „extensional
stretch … is plotted on the contour for applied macro level
strains of „a… 0; „b… 0.1; „c… 0.2; and „d… 0.3. Original image rep-
resents a 100 Ã100Ã25 mm3 volume within the collagen ECM.
706 Õ Vol. 126, DECEMBER 2004
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of the mechanically loaded collagen ECM was provided by
evaluation of the six independent components of the Langran
strain (« i j ) as a function of the applied deformation~Fig. 4!. All
deformations and strains within the image volume appeared
mogeneous in magnitude, as noted by the strain contours~Fig. 3!
and the small variation~standard deviation! in principal strain
measurements~Fig. 4!. These results showed that while the m
chanical deformation was applied in the 1-direction, the larg
deformations occurred in the transverse~2- and 3-! directions and
all shear strains remained near zero. A significant transverse
traction was observed in the strain through the thickness (« ij),
which approached20.50. Note that a Lagrangian strain of th
magnitude corresponds to the dimension reducing to zero. Qu
tatively, these results are consistent with visualizations of colla
ECMs loaded in tension, where significant transverse contract
were observed both macroscopically@24# and microscopically
@25#. Quantitatively, macroscopic measurements regarding the
duction in the width and thickness dimension of the gauge sec
of the specimen@25# correlate well with those measured micro
scopically from the ECM microstructure in the present study.

Note that the length scale of the local strain measureme
~'20.0mm! in theses studies was much larger than the size o
individual collagen fibril~'0.4 mm!. As such, the strains mea
sured in this paper are strains in the microstructure of the colla
ECM, not strains in a single fibril. The IDVC algorithm assum
the collagen ECM microstructure to be a continuum. This assu
tion is consistent with many microstructural models of the EC
used to predict the behavior of tissues@17,40–48#.

A practical requirement of our experimental setup which
volves the integration of a miniature mechanical loading dev
with a confocal microscope is that images are acquired du
pauses~approximately 5–10 min! in the mechanical loading@25#.
During the imaging process the specimen was held isometric
virtually eliminating vibrations of the sample and any unanti
pated failure during collection of 3D images. Additionally, IDV
was effective at determining the 3D local strain state of collag
ECMs at subfailure tensile strain levels of nearly 0.40 and bel
Resolution of the fibrous microstructure of the collagen ECM
higher strain levels or near failure strain levels is limited by t
alignment and compaction of fibrils in the direction of loadin
~see Fig. 2!. It has been shown that biaxial loading does not ca
unidirectional fibrillar alignment within collagenous tissues@49#.
Therefore, this IDVC algorithm could possibly perform even b
ter for biaxial or possibly even triaxial experimental data.

In conclusion, as demonstrated on both calibration and real
obtained with confocal reflection microscopy, IDVC allowed a
curate and precise quantification of 3D large deformation a
strains in collagen ECM microstructures under applied mech
cal load. We are currently utilizing IDVC to determine the effe
of collagen microarchitecture on the 3D strain response at
microscopic level. IDVC can also be applied to tissue constru
in which cells are cultured within 3D collagen ECMs. IDVC
would provide much-needed quantitative descriptions of the
cromechanical interactions between cells and their surround
ECM and subsequent effects on tissue structure and function.
such studies, cells within the tissue construct should be sta
with a vital fluorescent dye. Reflected light from the collag
fibrils can then be collected simultaneously with cell-based fl
rescence using confocal microscopy in a combined reflect
epifluorescence mode@23,25#. In this way, fluorescence image
representing an individual cell within the tissue construct prov
intensity gradients that are suitable for digital volume correlati
Recently, such a strategy has been implemented in our lab
determining 3D microlevel strain states of both an individual c
and its surrounding ECM induced by~1! application of external
mechanical loads and~2! ECM remodeling by cells over time
Precise measurements characterizing the 3D strain state o
local microenvironment of an individual cell will also make
possible to relate a particular cellular response such as chang
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 4 Changes in the six independent components of the Lagrangian strain
„means over the entire volume evaluated … as the external mechanical load was
incrementally increased. Error bars indicate standard deviation.
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gene expression, cytoskeleton organization, ion fluxes, morp
ogy, and adhesion properties to a specific extracellular load
state. Such data are essential to further the development of mo
describing tissue construct biomechanics@40–45# as well
as to advance the definition of the mechanisms involved
mechanotransduction.
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